This paper reports our submissions to the Cross Level Semantic Similarity (CLSS) task in SemEval 2014. We submitted one Random Forest regression system on each cross level text pair, i.e., Paragraph to Sentence (P-S), Sentence to Phrase (SPh), Phrase to Word (Ph-W) and Word to Sense (W-Se). For text pairs on P-S level and S-Ph level, we consider them as sentences and extract heterogeneous types of similarity features, i.e., string features, knowledge based features, corpus based features, syntactic features, machine translation based features, multi-level text features, etc. For text pairs on Ph-W level and W-Se level, due to lack of information, most of these features are not applicable or available. To overcome this problem, we propose several information enrichment methods using WordNet synonym and definition. Our systems rank the 2nd out of 18 teams both on Pearson correlation (official rank) and Spearman rank correlation. Specifically, our systems take the second place on P-S level, S-Ph level and Ph-W level and the 4th place on W-Se level in terms of Pearson correlation.
Introduction
Semantic similarity is an essential component of many applications in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Previous works often focus on text semantic similarity on the same level, i.e., paragraph to paragraph or sentence to sentence, and many effective text semantic measurements have been proposed (Islam and Inkpen, 2008) , (Bär et al., 2012), This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Page numbers and proceedings footer are added by the organisers. Licence details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (Heilman and Madnani, 2012) . However, in many real world cases, the two texts may not always be on the same level. The Cross Level Semantic Similarity (CLSS) task in SemEval 2014 provides a universal platform to measure the degree of semantic equivalence between two texts across different levels. For each text pair on four cross levels, i.e., Paragraph to Sentence (P-S), Sentence to Phrase (S-Ph), Phrase to Word (Ph-W) and Word to Sense (W-Se), participants are required to return a similarity score which ranges from 0 (no relation) to 4 (semantic equivalence). We participate in all the four cross levels and take the second place out of all 18 teams both on Pearson correlation (official) and Spearman correlation ranks.
In this work, we present a supervised regression system for each cross level separately. For P-S level and S-Ph level, we regard the paragraph of P-S as a long sentence, and the phrase of SPh as a short sentence. Then we use various types of text similarity features including string features, knowledge based features, corpus based features, syntactic features, machine translation based features, multi-level text features and so on, to capture the semantic similarity between two texts. Some of these features are borrowed from our previous system in the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task in * SEM Shared Task 2013 (Zhu and Lan, 2013) . Others followed the previous work in (Šaric et al., 2012) and (Pilehvar et al., 2013 ). For Ph-W level and W-Se level, since the text pairs lack contextual information, for example, word or sense alone no longer shares the property of sentence, most features used in P-S level and S-Ph level are not applicable or available. To overcome the problem of insufficient information in word and sense level, we propose several information enrichment methods to extend information with the aid of WordNet (Miller, 1995) , which significantly improved the system performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the similarity features used on four cross levels in detail. Section 3 presents experiments and the results of four cross levels on training data and test data. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 4.
Text Similarity Measurements
To estimate the semantic similarity on P-S level and S-Ph level, we treat the text pairs on both levels as traditional semantic similarity computation on sentence level and adopt 7 types of features, i.e., string features, knowledge based features, corpus based features, syntactic features, machine translation based features, multi-level text features and other features. All of them are borrowed from previous work due to their superior performance reported. For Ph-W level and W-Se level, since word and sense alone cannot be treated as sentence, we propose an information enrichment method to extend original text with the help of WordNet. Once the word or sense is enriched with its synonym and its definition description, we can thus adopt the previous features as well.
Preprocessing
For P-S level and S-Ph level, we perform text preprocessing before we extract semantic similarity features. Firstly, the Stanford parser 1 is used for sentence tokenization and parsing. Specifically, the tokens n't and 'm are replaced with not and am. Secondly, the Stanford POS Tagger 2 is used for POS tagging. Thirdly, we use Natural Language Toolkit 3 for WordNet based Lemmatization, which lemmatizes the word to its nearest base form that appears in WordNet, for example, was is lemmatized as is rather than be.
Features on P-S Level and S-Ph Level
We treat all text pairs of P-S level and S-Ph level as sentences and then extract 7 types of similarity features as below. Totally we get 52 similarity features. Generally, these similarity features are represented as numerical values. String features. Intuitively, if two texts share more strings, they are considered to be more semantic similar. We extract 13 string based features in consideration of the common sequence shared by two texts. We chose the Longest Common Sequence (LCS) feature (Zhu and Lan, 2013) , the Ngram Overlap feature (n=1,2,3) and the Weighted Word Overlap feature (Šaric et al., 2012) . All these features are computed from original text and from the processed text after lemmatization as well. Besides, we also computed the N-gram Overlap on character level, named Character Ngram (n=2,3,4).
Knowledge based features. Knowledge based similarity estimation relies on the semantic network of words. In this work we used the knowledge based features in our previous work (Zhu and Lan, 2013) , which include four word similarity metrics based on WordNet: Path similarity (Banea et al., 2012) , WUP similarity (Wu and Palmer, 1994) , LCH similarity (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) and Lin similarity (Lin, 1998) . Then two strategies, i.e., the best alignment strategy and the aggregation strategy, are employed to propagate the word similarity to the text similarity. Totally we get 8 knowledge based features.
Corpus based features. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al., 1997) is a widely used corpus based measure when evaluating text similarity. In this work we use the Vector Space Sentence Similarity proposed by (Šaric et al., 2012) , which represents each sentence as a single distributional vector by summing up the LSA vector of each word in the sentence. Two corpora are used to compute the LSA vector of words: New York Times Annotated Corpus (NYT) and Wikipedia. Besides, in consideration of different weights for different words, they also calculated the weighted LSA vector for each word. In addition, we use the Co-occurrence Retrieval Model (CRM) feature from our previous work (Zhu and Lan, 2013) as another corpus-based feature. The CRM is calculated based on a notion of substitutability, that is, the more appropriate it is to substitute word w 1 in place of word w 2 in a suitable natural language task, the more semantically similar they are. At last, 6 corpus based features are extracted.
Syntactic features. Dependency relations of sentences often contain semantic information. In this work we follow two syntactic dependency similarity features presented in our previous work (Zhu and Lan, 2013), i.e., Simple Dependency Overlap and Special Dependency Overlap. The Simple Dependency Overlap measures all dependency relations while the Special Dependency Overlap fea-ture only focuses on the primary roles extracted from several special dependency relations, i.e., subject, object and predict. Machine Translation based features. Machine translation (MT) evaluation metrics are designed to assess whether the output of a MT system is semantically equivalent to a set of reference translations. This type of feature has been proved to be effective in our previous work (Zhu and Lan, 2013) . As a result, we extend the original 6 lexical level MT metrics to 10 metrics, i.e., WER, TER, PER, BLEU, NIST, ROUGE-L, GTM-1,GTM-2, GTM-3 and METEOR-ex. All these metrics are calculated using the Asiya Open Toolkit for Automatic Machine Translation (Meta-) Evaluation 4 . Multi-level text Features. (Pilehvar et al., 2013) presented a unified approach to semantic similarity at multiple levels from word senses to text documents through the semantic signature representation of texts (e.g., sense, word or sentence). Given initial nodes (senses), they performed random walks on semantic network like WordNet, then the resulting frequency distribution over all nodes in WordNet served as semantic signature of the text. By doing so the similarity of two texts can be computed as the similarity of two semantic signatures. In this work, we borrowed their semantic signature method and adopted 3 similarity measures to estimate two semantic signatures, i.e., Cosine similarity, Weighted Overlap and Topk Jaccard (k=250, 500).
Other Features. Besides, other simple surface features from texts, such as numbers, symbols and length of texts, are extracted. Following (Šaric et al., 2012) we adopt relative length difference, relative information content difference, numbers overlap, case match and stocks match.
Features on Ph-W Level
For Ph-W level, since word and phrase no longer share the property of sentence, most features used for sentence similarity estimation are not applicable for this level. Therefore, we adopt the following features as the basic feature set for Ph-W level. String features. This type contains two features. The first is a boolean feature which records whether the word appears in the phrase. The second is the Weighted Word Overlap feature mentioned in Section 2.2. Knowledge based features. As described in Sec-tion 2.2, we compute the averaged score and the maximal score between word and phrase using the four word similarity measures based on WordNet, i.e., Path, WUP, LCH and Lin. Corpus based features. We adopt the Vector Space Similarity described in Section 2.2. Specifically, for word the single distributional vector is the LSA vector of itself. Multi-level text Features. As described in Section 2.2, since the semantic signatures are proposed for various kinds of texts (e.g., sense, word or sentence), they serve as one basic feature. Obviously, the above features extracted from the phrase-word pair is significantly less than the features used in P-S level and S-Ph level. This is because the information contained in phrase-word pair is much less than that in sentences and paragraphs. To overcome this information insufficient problem, we propose an information enrichment method based on WordNet to extend the initial word in Ph-W level as below. Word Expansion with Definition. For the word part in Ph-W level, we extract its definition in terms of its most common concept in WordNet and then replace the initial word with this definition. This gives a much richer set of initial single word. Since a word may have many senses, not all of this word definition expansion are correct. But we show below empirically that using this expanded set improves performance. By doing so we treat the phrase and the definition of the original word as two sentences, and thus, all features described in Section 2.2 are calculated.
Features on W-Se Level
For W-Se level, the information that a word and a sense carry is less than other levels. Hence, the basic features that can be extracted from the original word-sense pair are even less than Ph-W level. Therefore the basic features we use for W-Se level are as follows. String features. Two boolean string features are used. One records whether the word-sense pair shares the same POS tag and another records whether the word-sense pair share the same word. Knowledge based features. As described in Section 2.2, four knowledge-based word similarity measures based on WordNet are calculated. Multi-level text Features. The multi-level text features are the same as Ph-W level.
In consideration of the lack of contextual infor-mation between word-sense pair, we also propose three information enrichment methods in order to generate more effective information for word and sense with the aid of WordNet. 
Experiment and Results
We adopt supervised regression model for each cross level. In order to compare the performance of different regression algorithms, we perform 5-fold cross validation on training data for each cross level. We used several regression algorithms including Support Vector Regression (SVR) with 3 different kernels (i.e., linear, polynomial and rbf), Random Forest, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Decision Tree implemented in the scikit-learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . The system performance is evaluated in Pearson correlation (r) (official measure) and Spearman's rank correlation (ρ). Table 1 and Table 2 show the averaged performance of different regression algorithms in terms of Pearson correlation (r) and Spearman's rank correlation (ρ) on the training data of P-S level and S-Ph level using 5-fold cross validation, where the standard deviation is given in brackets. The results show that Random Forest performs the best both on P-S level and S-Ph level whether in (r) or (ρ). We also find that the results of P-S level are better than that of S-Ph level, and the reason may be that paragraph and sentence pair contain more information than the sentence and phrase pair. Table 2 : Results of different algorithms using 5-fold cross validation on training data of S-Ph level Table 3 shows the results of different regression algorithms and different feature sets in terms of r and ρ on the training data of Ph-W level using 5-fold cross validation, where the basic features are denoted as Feature Set A and their combination with word definition expansion features are denoted as Feature Set B. The results show that almost all algorithms performance have been improved by using word definition expansion feature except Decision Tree. This proves the effectiveness of the information enrichment method we proposed in this level. Besides, Random Forest achieves the best performance again with r=44% and ρ=41%. However, in comparison with P-S level and S-Ph level, all scores in Table 3 drop a lot even with information enrichment method. The possible reason may be two: the reduction of information on Ph-W level and our information enrichment method brings in a certain noise as well.
Results on Training Data
For W-Se level, in order to examine the performance of different information enrichment methods, we perform experiments on 4 different feature sets from A to D, where feature set A contains the basic features, feature set B, C and D add one information enrichment method based on former feature set. Table 4 and 5 present the r and ρ results of 4 feature sets using different regression algorithms. From Table 4 Table 3 : Results of different algorithms using 5-fold cross validation on training data of Ph-W level the performance of W-Se level is the worst among all these four levels. This illustrates that the less information the texts contain, the worse performance the model achieves. Again the Random Forest algorithm performs the best among all algorithms. Again almost all information enrichment features perform better than Feature set A. This illustrates that these information enrichment methods do help to improve performance. When we observe the three information enrichment methods, we find that feature set C performs the best. In comparison with feature set C, feature set B only used word synonyms to expand information and this expansion is quite limited. Feature set D performs better than B but still worse than C. The reason may be that when we extend sense with its definition, the definition is accurate and exactly represents the meaning of sense. However since a word often contains more than one concepts, and when we use the definition of the most common concept to extend word, such extension may not be correct and the generated information may contain more noise and/or change the original meaning of word.
Results on Test Data
According to the experiments on training data, we select Random Forest as the final regression algorithm. The number of trees in Random Forest n is optimized to 50 and the rest parameters are set to be default. All features in Section 2.2 are used on P-S level, S-Ph level and Ph-W level. For W-Se level, we take all features except word-sense definition expansion feature which has been shown to impair the system performance. For each level, all training examples are used to learn the corresponding regression model. According to the official results released by organizers, Table 6 and Table 7 list the top 3 systems in terms of r (official) and ρ. Our final systems rank the second both in terms of r and ρ and also achieve the second place on P-S level, S-Ph level and Ph-W level, as well as the 4th place on W-Se level in terms of official Pearson correlation. 
